
Insider tip

Expect lenders to use 100% of your 
rental income
Some banks are discounting the rent down 
to 50% when evaluating how much you can 
borrow.
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Still think interest only loans are 
easy to obtain
Not only do most lenders want detailed 
reasons why you shouldn’t be making monthly 
principal reductions, most charge up to 0.5% 
higher rates for interest only.
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Believe your most recent tax-
return will suffice
If self-employed, don’t wrongly believe all 
lenders work off your most recent tax return. 
The reality is most lenders either income 
average your last 2 tax returns or alternatively 
use 120% of the lowest tax return result.
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a loan 
approval, 
doesn’t  
have to be 
hard
10 common mistakes Australian’s often make when applying for 

a home loan and key facts you should consider. 

Unaware of current lending criteria
Banks have tightened their lending criteria 
even further but they are not telling you about 
it.

Assume lenders base approval on 
the loan rate
All lenders are now stress testing your 
proposed mortgage repayment at 7% - 8%.

Putting all your loan eggs in one 
basket
Avoid cross-collateralisation by arranging 
different loans with different lenders or 
refinancing.
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* Many lenders are increasingly Credit Scoring loan applications. There are numerous free credit score providers but to get 

a reliable measure of your credit rating we suggest YOU run a personal Credit Check on Equifax (Australia’s foremost credit 

repository) via www.mycreditfile.com.au. It may be the best $80 you ever invested and best of all it doesn’t appear on your Credit 

Report when the lender invariably undertakes a credit check. The more enquiries brokers and lenders make on your file the 

worse your Credit Score. Doing it yourself means no negative credit score, no need for brokers to run reports and no last minute 

surprises!

http://www.morganbrooks.com.au


“Experience – you can’t buy it or fake 
it. It solves problems quicker, develops 
strategies easier and invariably saves 
both time and money”

when 
you know 
the  
right 
things

Think all property is acceptable
Reality is most lenders and mortgage 
insurers cap high rise apartments and metro 
apartments at 70%. In some cases they won’t 
lend at all on some developments.

Believe the more loans you have 
the easier to obtain another
Most lenders are stress testing ALL debt at 
7% - 8% making it difficult for borrowers with a 
sizable investment portfolio to borrow again.

Think an offset account is the only 
way to reduce interest
Many second tier banks and non-bank lenders 
don’t offer an Offset feature but do have 
Redraw facilities which offer the same result.
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How we can help?

* We can offer you a Free Personalised Property Report – It’s 

a good guide to recent sales of similar properties in the 

suburb you’re interested in. These reports are informative 

and a must first step before making an offer.

* A ten minute obligation free chat with one of our 

experienced finance strategists can make all the difference. 

We can help shape your decision making process from 

features, loan benefits and terms to pinpointing the 

best loan for you which you might not have qualified for 

through a mainstream lender.

About Us

Morgan & Brooks offers an extensive range of competitive 

loans for residential & commercial mortgages, business 

and construction loans, development funding and asset & 

equipment finance. We cater for individuals, companies and 

trusts. Whether you are employed or self-employed, we strive 

to find the right solution for your individual circumstance, 

often including those that may not meet the criteria of 

mainstream lenders. 

Believe everyone is honest about 
their Comparison Rates
The fact is many lenders and brokers are using 
different criteria to massage lower comparison 
rates so do your own research.
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